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We consider the first initial-boundary value problem for (au/t%) + cLlu + 
L,u = f(LO andL, are linear elliptic partial differential operators) and investigate 
the properties of u(x, t, l ) as B J- 0 in the maximum norm. Special attention is 
paid to approximations obtained by the boundary layer method. We use a priori 
estimates. 
INTRODUCTION 
This third paper of our investigations in singular perturbations treats the 
first initial-boundary value problem 
(au/at) + E&(X, 0,) u -t&,(x, k) u = f(x, t), in QT , 
(a%/any = 0, s = 0 ,..., m - 1, in ST, (1) 
u = 0, in L2. 
Qr is the cylinder C2 x (0, T). L, and L, are linear and uniformly strongly 
elliptic in 0, and L, is of higher order than L, . We are interested in the 
behavior of U(X, t, l ) as E 4 0. We use the Schauder estimates of V. A. Solon- 
nikov in order to derive a priori estimates, which depend explicitly on E 
(Theorem 8). Then Garding’s inequality is used in order to obtain a stronger 
result (Theorem 13). 
Finally, we consider approximations obtained by the boundary layer 
method and prove its asymptotic properties (Theorem 14). 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
The natural numbers are i, j, k, 1, m, n, Y, s, L, M, N, R. (Y is such that 
0 < LX < 1 and l , p, w are positive parameters. T is a positive number. 
B is a bounded domain in E,, , a.9 its boundary and 8 its closure. En.+, is 
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the (n + l)-dimensional space; its points are denoted by (x, t), where 
x E E, and t E (-co, +a~). Qr is the cylinder &2x(0, T), i.e., the set of points 
(x> t) E En,, such that x E J2 and t E (0, T). Sr is the set of points (x, t) E En+l , 
such that x E %J and t E [0, 7’1. Let 0 < p < 1, and let f  be defined in Qr . 
We define 
(f >,*$ = (f >,9; = sup 
(z.tkOT 
’ f  (;,:,,;(;‘y t)i , 
<.f) = <f >ll = <f >F = ( S& If (x9 t)l * 
2. E 




f  E CZ+d+d/2~(QT), 
+ c <DtPD~Sf)(l*a-2mr--s)/2m.t 
O<l-2nr--s<2m 
is finite, and if Dt7Dn8f is continuous in Qr , where 2mr + s < 1. (We recall 
that D, = a/at, D,* = Dil a’* 02. D, = a/ax, and s1 + ... + s,, = s.) 
We shall also need the function spaces Cr(sZ), Cr(S;r) and Cr+“(G). 
f  E Cl(Q) (1 E C”(D)) if f  p ossesses continuous derivatives up to order I>, 0 
in G(o); we define, for f  E F(Q), 
[f  lz = [ f  I? = 2~ I Dlf(x)l. 
f  E Cz+%(sZ) if f  E C”(a) and if 
We consider the first initial-boundary value problem 
(WW + 4(x, D,) u + Lo&, D,) u = f  (2, t) in Qr , 
pujanq = 0, s = O,..., m - 1 in s T ,  
u = 0 in J2. 
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L, and L, are linear; 4 is uniformly strongly elliptic in 8 and of higher 
order than L, . u will always denote a solution of (1); v is used to denote any 
function. Any constant independent of u, v, E, EL, w and v is represented by C. 
II. THEOREMS USED WITHOUT ANY PROOF 
THEOREM 1 (YOUNG’S INEQUALITY). Let a, b, y, 6 be real numbers y > 0, 
8 > 0 and (l/y) + (l/6) = 1. The& 
Let Sz be a bounded domain in E, . in has the ordinary cone property if 
there exists a fixed right spherical cone with height h and opening j3, such that 
for any x E Q there is a congruent cone with vertex x contained in Q. If 22 
is of class Cl, then Sz has the ordinary cone property. 
THEOREM 2. Let Q have the ordinary coneproperty. Then, for any v E cl(Q), 
the following inequality holds 
w arbitrary. 
Proof. Besjes [4, Theor. 71. 
THEOREM 3. Let Q have the ordinary cone property. Then, 
[v]jll, Q C[v]f’” [vpa) + C[vlo , O<b<a, 
a and b arbitrary. 
Proof. Agmon, Douglas and Nirenberg [l, Lemma 5.1, p. 6571. 
THEOREM 4. Let L be a linear uniformly strongly elliptic ds&ential operator 
of order 2m in In, and let 1 be an integer such that 12 2m. Let the coejkients of L 
belong to the class Ct-2”+a(B) and let the boundary as2 be ~~suf@iently smooth” 
(see [3, p. 891). 
Consider the Jirst initial boundary value problem 
(awlat) + Lv = g in QT, 
ado/an8 = 0, s = O,..., m - 1 in ST, 
v=o in Q. 
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Let the compatibility conditions of order I be fulfilled. 
Sg/W It-0 = 0, i = O,..., [Z/2m]. 
Then there exists an unique solution v E C z+a~(z+or)~2m(QT) for which the inequality 
holds 
/vlz+a~Clglz-2m+a~ 
Proof. V. A. Solonnikov [3, p. 1211. 
THEOREM 5 (Gardings Inequality). Let L be a real, linear and uniformly 
strongly elliptic d$jkential operator of order 2m in D. Let the coeficknts of L 
belong to Cm+a(12) and let 8sZ be of class C m. Then there exist constants Cl > 0 
and C, 3 0 slrch that if v E Cm(D), 
a%/lW = 0, s = O,..., m - 1 in aa, 
the following inequality holds 
Proof. A. Friedman [2, Theor. 12.1, p. 34 and Lemma 13.3, p. 391. 
III. PROPERTIES OF THE FUNCTION SPACE Cl+a.(~i-~)/sm(QT) 
THEOREM 6. Let ll have the ordinary cone property. Then, 
[via ,< “[V], + CV--al(b--a)[v]O , 0 < Y < vg, v arbitrary. 
O<a<b, a and b arbitrary. 
Proof. According to Theorem 3, 
[a], ,< C[v]yb [vpb) + C[v], = C{v[v]pb iv- al(b-n)[v]O}l-(alb) + qv], . 
Application of Theorem 1 proves the theorem. A simple property of the 
function space C z+U*(z+a)/2m(QT) is given by the following. 
LEMMA 1. 
I Dziv I k+a: d 1 ’ Ik+i+n . 
Proof. Follows at once from the definition. Q.E.D. 
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More important is the following. 
THEOREM 7. Let Q have the ordinary cone property. Then, provided 
O,<k<l, 
1 v Ik+@ < p ] v ]z+o! + CI*-Z2/(Z--k)(~--k-~‘(v), 0<P~/%~ 
v arbitrary. 
Proof. 
+ 0<k-2;--s<2m @trDz8v) oc+a---2mr--s) I2m.t - 
For the estimation of the various terms in 1 v Ik+a, the proof will be 
decomposed into a number of steps: 
(1) We first consider 
<DtrDsSv>, 0<2mrfs,<k. 
(01~) r = 0. Application of Theorem 6 gives 
(D,%) d p(Dozv),,, + Cp-s~(z-s+u’(v) 
< p 1 v (z+a + Cp-“~(z-k+ayv); 
(a2) s = 0. There are two possibilities. R = Z/2m is an integer. Then, 
<D,*v) G p<DtRv) + Cp-c~(R--c)(v) G p \ v (z+a + Cp-k/(z-k’(v); 
If 1/2m is not an integer, then there exists an integer R such that 
0 < I- 2mR < 2m. Application of Theorem 6 gives 
<DJv) G ~(DtRv)~~z+o~2m~~,~~l,~ + C~-rl’R+[(Z--BmR+u’l2ml--r)(v) 
9 /.L 1 v lz+or + Cp-“~(~-k+yV); 
(01s) r # 0 and s # 0. 
(Dt’D,“v> G ,u(D~D;-~%),~~ f C~-S”z-2mr+~-s’(D~v~ 
< p ) v jz+ar + C,U-~~(~-~)(D~~V). 
Application of (CXJ gives 
<DtrD,*v> G p ( v [z+or + C/.L-~~(~-~){W 1 v Jl+a + w-~/(~-~)(v)}. 
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We take CW = ppkI(z-k). Then, 
(DtpD,sv) < 2/.i 1 v Il+u + C,U-~~~(~-~‘~-~~~(~-~‘~(V) 
< zp I v lz+ar + C~-1CL-2”I(Z--k)~-k21(Z--k)2(v) 
= 2/A 1 v jz+rr + C/r-le~(z--lc~2(v). 
CONCLUSION. 
(DtrD,“v) < /L 1 v Iz+a + Cp-Z2/(~-k)2(v), for 2mr + s < k. 
(2) We consider 
2mr + s = k. 
(D~v)~,~ < /L(D~~v)~,~ + Cp-(s+a”(z-s’(v) 
< /L 1 v Iz+ar + C/.L-(k+~)~(z-k’(v). 
(162) s = 0. 
(D;v)~,~ < ,u(D;D;-~%),~, + Cp-~‘(z-2mr’(D~v) 
< /et 1 v Iz+* + Cp-al(z-k)(Dtrv) 
< p ( v IL+= + Cp-=l(Z---k){w 1 v Iz+o + fJrk’(z-yv)}, 
according to Theorem 6 and (a2). We take CW = pt~-~/(~-~). Then 
(Dt”v),,, < 2/L I v lzfa + C~-[kl(Z--k)l--[aZl(dk)‘l(v). 
(&) r f  0 and s # 0. We use Theorem 6 and (a2). 
(D,7D,sv),., < p(D,rD~-2m*v),,, + Cp-(S+a”(z-2mr-s’(D~v) 
s II I v Il+a + wk(z-k) {w 1 v Iz+a + clJ-k~(z--kyv)}. 
We take CUJ = ppkI(Z-k). Then 
(DtrD,*v),,, < 2p I v lzfu + Cp-[2k~(z-k~l-~k2~(z-k~~l(v) 
< 2p 1 v lzfu + Cp-~2~(z--k)2(v). 
CONCLUSION. 
<DtTDr*v), cz < cc I v Iz+or + W-12’(z-k’2(v), 2mr + s = k. 
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(3) We consider 
<Dt%W [ (k+a-anr-s) /z~I. t 3 with O-ck-2mr-ss2m. 
Suppose that (DtRDzev)[(l+ol--PmR--s),2m],t is contained in 1 v [l+or . Then, 
0 < I- 2mR - s < 2m. We rewrite this inequality: 
[(I - s)/2m] - 1 < R < [(I - s)/2m]. 
This is an open interval of length one. There are two possibilities: 
(n) (I - s)/2m is an integer. Then R does not exist. But it follows from 
O<k-2mr-s<2m that I-k-cl-2mr-s<l-k++m. Hence, 
l-k l-s 
0<2m<2m-r<2m l-k+l. 
So a = [(I - s)/Zm] - Y 3 1 is an integer or 2m(r + a) + s = 1. But this 
means that 1 v Il+a contains (Dt ‘+‘DSsv). We apply Theorem 6. In case s = 0, 
(DtTv)(k+CL--2m7)/21n).t d I@:+% + 
-~r+(k+.-2mr]/2m1/~-~k+a--2mr)/2m 
CCL (v> 
< p 1 v Il+n. + Cp-(kf~‘~(Z-k-~‘(v). 
But in case s # 0 (we use (CQ)), 
(Dt+D3cS)(k+ol--21n7)/2m,t 
< /.L<D;+~D~“v> + Cp- [r+(k+a-2mr-8) /2m] Ia-(k+a-2ww-d 12”(D,Sv) 
< p 1 v Iz+s + Cp-k/‘Z-k-+Ll 1 v Iz+= + fLr*~(z--k’(v)). 
We choose Cw = t~@l(r-~-~). Then, 
(DtTDDz*v)(k+or--tmr--s),2m.t < 2~ 1 v Iz+u + CEL-~~~‘~-~‘(~-~-~‘(V); 
(‘y2) (I - s)/2m is not and integer. Then, R does exist. From 
0 < k - 2mr - s < 2m, it follows that [(k - s)/2m] - 1 < Y < (k - s)/2m. 
It is evident that r < R. And the conclusion is that 1 v Iz+o! contains a term 




< P I v Iz+. + Cp-(k+d/U-k’(v)~ 
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< p 1 v lz+a + Cp-kl(Z--k){w 1 v Iz+a + w-k-yv)). 
We take CW = tq.~~l(~--~), 
(Dt’DrSv)(k+a--2rn~-~),2m,t < 2p 1 v [ l+ol + C~-gB~~cz-k)(z-k--rr’l(v). 
CONCLUSION. 
(Dt7D~‘vU)(k+a-z~r--s),zm.t < P 1 v /I+. + ~~-z4’~(1-k’(z-k--a’1(v), 
for 0 < k - 2mr - s < 2m. The three conclusions together prove the 
theorem. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 7 has a useful1 corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. 
1 v ik+a d c 1 v jZ+ar > O<k<l. 
IV. APPLICATION TO THE SINGULAR PERTURBATION PROBLEM 
J2 is always assumed to possess the properties as stated in Theorem 4. 
We consider 
(i?u/at) + CL,U + Lou = f in Q=, 
aqae = 0, s = o,..., m - 1 in sr, 
u =0 in G. 
(1) 
L, is of order 2m; L, is of order k < 2m. We suppose the compatibility condi- 
tions of order 2 to be fulfilled: aff/(S I+,,) = 0, i = O,..., [1/2m]. We 
prove a sharper form of Theorem 4. 
THEOREM 8. 
(DtrD,%) < C’E~--(~+~)/~“’ 1f Iz--2m+ol + C~r-1-Z4/[(2m-k)(2m-k-a)l(io, 
2mr + s < I, 1>2m. 
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Proof. (a) We rewrite the differential equation 
(au/at) + EL@ = f - LOU, 
and introduce another variable r = it. Then, the equation becomes 
(v(x, 4 = 4% (+>))> 
We consider 
(av/aT) +L,v = (l/c>f (X, (de>> - (lidLo% 
asvlans = 0, s = O,..., m - 1, 
v = 0. 
(2) 
Domain Qr (in X, t) is transformed into a domain QET in x, T). Because we 
are only interested in the behavior of u as E 4 0, it suffices to take as domain 
QT (in x, T>- 
(b) We apply Theorem 4 to problem (2) in Qr (the compatibility condi- 
tions are fulfilled). 
(3) 
We use Lemma 1 and Corollary 1 to estimate this expression. 
Next we use Theorem 7. 
IvI,+.~~lf(~,~)/I-2m+. + G (w 1 v II+@ + w-le/[(2nz--k)(2nz--k-01)l(v)}. 
We take w = c/2C; then, 
1 v II+= < ; 1 f (x, :) JIBlrnt. + ; E-~*/[(2m-k)(2m-R-~)l(v). 
Transforming back to the original variable t, we obtain 
•~(D,+&8u) < c E-U-2m+a)j2m 1 f ll-2m+a + c E-Z=/[(2na-k)(2m-k--01)](21). 
B E 
Q.E.D. 
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We remark that Theorem 8 remains true if we consider general boundary 
conditions that fulfilled the complementing conditions, as well as the com- 
patibility conditions. We remark further that the estimate is independent of s 
and only depends on max(s) = 1. We now restrict ourselves to a subclass. 
COROLLARY 2. 
(D,Su) < C~(z--9)/~+1(1-s)/[(2m-k)(%m-k--n)]-(l+a)/2m. I f Lm+a 
+ C~-s/z-zs/[(2nz-k)(2m-k-a)lo, s < 1, 1>2m. 
Proof. According to Theorem 8, 
(D,%) < CE--(~+a)/2~ If jl-2m+ar + C~-l-le/[(2m-k)(21n--k--or)](U). 
We apply Theorem 6. 
(D,%) < w(D,L) + CUP~(~-~)(U) 
< Cw(-u+a)/2m /f /L-2m+a + C{W~-1-z2/[(2m-k)(2nl-k-a)l + w-s/(z-a)} (U)* 
We take w such that 
w~-1-12/[(2m-k)(2m-k-a)] = w-s/(l-s)o Q.E.D. 
V. ELIMINATION OF (u) 
In order to arrive at a useful application to singular perturbation problems, 
we have to eliminate (u). For that purpose we first proof an equivalent of 
Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 9. Let Sz have the ordinary cone property. For any v E C(QT), 
such that D,v E C(QT), the following inequality holds. 
<v> < w(D,v) + zg Cd” (JI, I v2(x, t)l d.++, 0 -=c w -=c ~0, 
w arbitrary. 
Proof. We take t fixed. The cross section of the cylinder Qr is a. We apply 
Theorem 2 to the cross section 
2: / v(? t)i < w 2: I Dsv(x, t)l + CW-“/~ (j, 1 v2(x, t)l dx)’ 
G w cz~~~o, I D,v@, t)l + o”y;r G-n’2 (JI, 1 v2(x, t)l dx)+. 
\ 
Then take the supremum over t. Q.E.D. 
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THEOREM 10. 
<u> < CE 1+2~/[~2m-k~~2nz-k-a~]-~l+a~/2m If I,--2m+u 
+ sup CE-~“z/[(2m-k)(2m-k--o)]-3n/z (s, I 4x9 w  d$, 1>2m. 
O<t<T 
Proof. We use Corollary 2 and Theorem 9. 
(Q) < ~~~z-l~/z+z~z-l~/[~2m-k~~2m-k--u~]-Zz+ar~/2m If lz-2m+o 
+ ~E-l/z-z/[(2m-k)(2m-k-rr)](U) 
(u> < fJJ@P) + ZIT cd-"'2 (s, I 11(x, q2 d.q 
< ~w~~z-1~/z+z~z-1~/[~am-k~~2m-k--o~]-~z+a~/2nz (f Iz-2m+a 
+ CWE-1/Z-Z/[(2m-k)(2m-k-o)](~) + sup ,3,-n/2 
o&CT 
(s, I 4% t)12 q. 
We take 
1 w = - EZ/[(2m-k)(2m-k-d]+l/Z~ 
2c 
Q.E.D. 
VI. IN~I~~TIGATION OF ss3 1 24(x, t)12 dx 
For further analysis we shall need the following results. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that 
Then 
$ G g(t) + h(t) @p(t), O,<t<T. 
a(t) < Q(O) exp [I’ h(T) dT] + Stg(T) exp [It h(A) do] dr, 0 < t < T. 
0 0 7 
Proof. We introduce Y(t); 
Q(t) = Y(t) exp [I,’ h(T) dT] . 
Substitution proves the lemma. Q.E.D. 
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From now on we assume L, to be a uniformly strongly elliptic operator 
in a. Then, according to Theorem 5, 
i UL@ ax >, c, s 
/u12dx, E 
s 
uL,u dx > l C, 
-52 R s-2 s 
R ) u j2 dx. 
Addition gives 
(C,+qjIu\2dX~j~ufdx- j$gdx. 
We rewrite this expression 
1 a -- 
2 at I R u2 dx < s, uf dx - (C, + CC,) s, u2 dx. 
According to the inequalities of Cauchy-Schwarz and Young (Theorem l), 
I R ufdx< j s,ufdxl <:B j/=+: j,f’dx. 
Hence, 
a 
at. s u2 dx < C, j n 
u2 dx + C, jQfz dx. 
Now we apply Lemma 2 and obtain the following. 
THEOREM 11. Let L, be uniformly strongly elliptic in a. Then 
.r 
u”(x, t) dx < C, 
n I 
t dTec&-7) j 
0 
nf2(x, 4 dx. 
Theorem 10 becomes the following. 
THEOREM 12. 
(u> < cc l+z/[~2m--k~~2m--k--lr)]-~z+~)/2m I f I &-2m+a 
+ CE-~~z/[(2m--k)(2nz--le--n)]-~n/z( f}, 1>2m, O<t<T. 
Finally we apply Theorem 12 to Theorem 8 (take I = 2~2) and obtain the 
following. 
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THEOREM 13. 
(D,cD,su) < C&-(1+a’12m 1 f Il-2,,,+a 
+ cl2 - r ~Za~mz~/[~2m-k~~2m-k-~~]-~2m+ar)/2m Ifl, 
+ CEs-(nm+Zs)/[(2m-k)(2m-k-rr)]-(p2/4n2)-1 <f>Y 
2mr + s < 1, 1>2m. 
VII. THE BOUNDARY LAYER METHOD: PROOF OF ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES 
We shall investigate asymptotic properties of approximations obtained by 
the boundary layer method. We consider 
(au/at) + p2m-2kL1~ + Lou = f in Qr , 
@u/an* = 0, s = O,..., m - 1 in Sr , 
u = 0 in 8sZ. 
(1”) 
L, and L, are uniformly strongly elliptic operators in a of order 2m and 2k 
and do not depend on t; E = p2m-2k. 
We introduce (just as in [4]) local coordinates (7, v) = ((p/p), p’) in J2 and 
in a neighborhood of asZ (p is the distance measured along the normal to the 
boundary). Then, the differential equation becomes (see [4, formula (411) 
au 
N+l 
z + p-2k c p~M,.u = f. 
9-0 
We take as an approximation of u(x, t, p) (see [4, formula (6)]) 
U(% t, CL) = c” I.LiWj(% t) + Pk f PLifJj(t, 7, q’) + %I>, . (4) 
i=o j=O 
We substitute this in the differential equation 
f $ !$ f f ,p+2k+jLlWj + E 
N 
j=O j=O j=O 




+ ~-IcMoe)o + pmk C /~.j 
i=l ( 
i Mtvj-i $- MoVj 
61 )I 
2N+l 
t- tL-" c 
a 
i+i>N.O<j<N 
pifiMPj f z R,v,rv + ~~"'-~~-fqR,,,v + L$,.N 
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Next we require 
(aw,/at)+Lowj=O, j=l,..., 2m-22k-1, 
ww W2m-2ktj + LOw2m-2kt~ f Llwj = O, j  = o,..., M - (2m - 24, 
Move = 0, 
M0v.j + i M,v,-~ = 0, j = o,..., 2k - 1, 
i=l 
Movj + i Mivj-d + $ Vj-pk = 0% j = 2k,..., N. 
i=l 
And R.WN satisfies (if M > 2m - 2k) 
(a/at> RM,N + p2m-2kwh,N + LORM.N 
N au. =- p2m-2k+jL1Wj _ 1 #+k 3 
at (6) j=M-(2m--2k)+l j=N-2ktl 
-p-k c @jMivj . 
if+N,O<j$N 
The investigation of the boundary conditions has been performed in 
[4] (see formulas (9-11)) and yields 
aa 
1 










0(as/an8) Wk-s+i , O<k--s+j<M, 
k-s+j>M, 
s = k,..., m - 1, j = O,..., N. 
(7) 
We now take N = max(M + k, M + m - k - 1) and call RM,,RM. 
Then the boundary conditions for R, become 
j=M+s-k+l 
s = O,..., k - 1, 
aSR, 
- = 0, t3n* 
s = k,..., m - 1. 
(8) 
U(X, t, /J,) = 5 PjWj + p" 5 P~V$ + R, 
j=O i=O 
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has to satisfy the initial condition. We require 
wj = 0, j = O,..., M in 52. (9) 
The main problem which needs investigation is whether or not R, satisfies 
the initial condition. It will be clear (see formulas (5-9)) that w, has to be 
sufficiently often differentiable in order to compute w,; 
But according to Theorem 4, the compatibility conditions of order L need 
to be fulfilled for wa to belong to this space. This means 
ay/(ati Itzo) = 0, i = o,..., [L/24. 
By means of induction, it is easy to show that the sequence w,, , wO , wr , 
w, ,..., satisfies 
aiwj/(ati It-o) = 0, i = 0 ,..., [L/24 -j, j = 0 ,..., M, 
a%,/(at” Itao) = 0, i = 0 ,..., [L/2k] - j, j = 0 ,..., N, 
(reduce the parabolic boundary value problem to a parabolic boundary value 
problem with homogeneous boundary conditions). We want R, to belong to 
the space CZ+a*(Z+a)Pm (Qr). And this is always possible if we take L large 
enough. That R, satisfies the initial condition will be clear. 
We will now prove asymptotic properties of the approximation. Just as 
in [4], the functions vd need to be multiplied by a smoothing function Y(X) 
in order to be defined everywhere. Instead of (4), we consider 
u(x, t) = 5 pjwj + Y(x) pk f /A+ + R, . 
j=O j=o 
We substitute this in (1 *). 
(a&/at) + P~“+~~L,R~ + L,R, = FM in Qr , 
a8RMland = G#,~, s = O,..., m - 1 in S T7 
R =0 in .C2. 
According to formulas (6) and (8), we have 
I FM Iz =G CCL~+~--I, 1 = O,..., M, 
I KM lo < Cp”+l, s = O,..., m - 1. 
SINGULAR PERTURBATION PROBLEMS 609 
Then we can proceed, just as in [4], with no difference at all. The main 
results are the following. 
THEOREM 14. (RM) < Cp”+l in QT. Furthermore, 
D,‘D,% - f  piDtrDzswi - pk M~k~iD~TDXsYvi < C#@l--s in QT , 
i=O i=O > 
2mrfs<M, M>O, p suficiently small. (In case M - k < 0, CEi” is 
to he understood as zero.) 
COROLLARY 3. lim,,, u(x, t, CL) = wo(x, t) exists in QT . And w. is a solution 





D,TD,Su - 1 ,u’D,~D,~w, <cy 
i=O 
in any subdomain QT* CQT (this means QT* u aQr* CQ7), provided p is 
su@iently small. 
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